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Abstract
Earthquakes are natural events that turns into disasters in our country due to
faults made in construction of structures. In order to prevent this, we need to
determine solutions and act accordingly. The author wrote this paper to humbly
share his knowledge and ideas on the subject with the public and his colleagues
and encourage more discussions on the subjects. The mentioned points include
views on the common public earthquake debates, main reason of damages being
inadequacies in having healthy civil engineering services, the importance of
informing and taking into consideration of the feelings of the suffered people,
shortages of official damage assessment procedures, the necessity for unique
building identifier and a fixed financial aid policy, suggestions on the civil
engineering education, and how essential the proficient engineering concept is
for robust construction of the structures.
© 2021 MIM Research Group. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Turkey, especially in the last two decades, has experienced enormous loss of life and
property due to the medium and large scale earthquake that caused seismic damage[1, 2].
As a result of the number of damaged buildings and casualties, attention has been focused
on the insufficient performance of the structures and the reduction of earthquake
damages. The interest in the subject has been renewed with the Aegean Earthquake of
October 30, 2020, in which 116 deaths, 1034 injuries and various damages were suffered.
Especially, this latest event, in addition to the many resembling others, has initiated the
author to contribute to the recent discussions on measures to mitigate seismic damage by
sharing his knowledge and evaluations on the subject.
The author has been conducting academic and hands-on studies on seismic evaluation and
strengthening of the existing building stock for more than twenty years. He has made 11
research projects supported by national and international organizations (European Union,
TUBITAK, AFAD, several universities) and dozens of scientific publications on the subject
[3–13].
Apart from these, the author made detailed seismic strength assessment of approximately
200 buildings upon the requests of various public institutions and private parties. He has
participated in strengthening studies for half of these. In addition, the author has been
found in damage assessment of hundreds of other buildings affected by several
earthquakes in Turkey [8, 14–16]. He carried out detailed studies in 225 buildings in Simav
region after the 19 May 2011 Simav Earthquake by an invitation from AFAD to assess the
feasibility of retrofitting [17, 18].
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Working on the subject for different levels, having the opportunity to see the many aspects
of the matter and being an academician enforces the author to express his thoughts. Author
does not claim that the below given ideas are all correct and best versions. He just wants
to contribute the discussions to achieve better solutions. The humble views of the author
based on his experiences are given below:
2. Public discussions on earthquakes
In our country, although it is off the agenda once in a while, the issue of earthquakes is
discussed intensely from time to time due to its frequent occurrence. These discussions
focus on when and how large the earthquake will be rather than what we can do against
earthquakes, as if we are desperate against them. There are extensive discussions in the
press about the magnitude of earthquakes, the type and length of the fault, and where and
how long are the faults. Many people in our country has become familiar with many
geological terms, and this topic has become one of the daily talks. However, it should be
evaluated how much debate has been made about what should be done to reduce
earthquake damages and how much we are trying to raise public awareness.
The 2011 Van earthquakes are informative examples in terms of the proximity to the fault
and the benefits of earthquake magnitude discussions. The epicenter of the 23 October
2011 earthquake is closer to Van than to Erciş. However, much more destruction took place
in Erçiş. Muradiye, which is almost the same distance as Erciş from the epicenter of this
earthquake and with resembling soil conditions, did not have similar destruction [19]. The
earthquake of 23 October 2011 had a 7.2 magnitude, and the 9 November 2011 earthquake
was 5.6 magnitude event. The distances of both earthquakes to the center of Van are not
very different from each other. However, the 5.6 magnitude earthquake caused 4-5 times
more collapse in Van than the first earthquake. It can be said that the structures damaged
in the first earthquake collapsed in the second earthquake. However, there are many
indications that the effects of the lower magnitude second earthquake in Van are greater
[20].
When scientific studies and past earthquakes are examined, it is seen that the magnitude
alone is not enough to explain the damaging nature of the earthquake. More than twenty
parameters can be counted besides the magnitude related to the evaluation of the
destructiveness of earthquakes[21–23]. Therefore, the discussions on "the magnitude of
the earthquake will be this" and "the fault here will be broken at this length" are not as
useful and primary information as they appear in the public. The provisions in earthquake
regulations, if implemented, are in a position to ensure the survival of buildings in almost
every earthquake that may occur in our country. Therefore, the issue is not to predict
where and how big earthquakes will occur in the country in the future, but to ensure that
earthquake regulations are implemented throughout the country.
3. Perceptions on reasons of damage
Unfortunately, the level of awareness regarding the issue is still very low in our country,
which has suffered greatly due to the earthquakes. In the public debate, earthquake
damages are still attributed to reasons such as low concrete strength, unwashed sand and
high number of floors. These are of course important and constitute some of the sources of
damage. However, bringing only these issues to the public attention prevents a complete
solution and causes a useless consumption of the public energy. Though, common
application errors such as reinforcement detailing, insufficient use of lateral
reinforcement, faults in manufacture of beam-column joints, deficiencies in lateral load
carrying system are among the important causes of damages.
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For example, a building with ready-mixed and good strength concrete, built in Erciş in
2011 is severely damaged. The reason for this damage is the use of insufficient lateral
reinforcement in the structure, that is, failure to pay attention to engineering principles.
There are also design errors related to shear wall locations in the same building [16]. The
fact that the errors are attributed to only a few reasons mentioned above constitute an
obstacle in creating public opinion and making regulations about the importance of
adequate engineering services and the problems related to the training of engineers.
4. Disaster management
One of the first and most important studies after the earthquake is the determination of
the damage status of the buildings. This issue came to the fore a lot in the public after the
collapse of Bayram Hotel in 9 November 2011 Van Earthquake. As a result of confusing the
damage assessment study conducted right after the earthquake with a general seismic
assessment, the personnel who determined the damage state were criticized. In fact, that
study was not an evaluation of the seismic performance of the structures and their
behavior in future earthquakes, but an examination of the damage they have received in
the past earthquake. Since the seismic assessment of the structure is a very detailed and
time-consuming study, it is not possible to do it for an entire city after an earthquake. As
an example, for an average building, it is normal for just gathering information process to
take at least half a day in the building with a team of 7-8 people. In addition, with computer
modeling and performance analysis, it is normal for the required time to be several days.
Therefore, it is wrong to expect such an assessment from the damage assessment
personnel right after an earthquake.
However, it can be said that there are some aspects that require improvement in postearthquake damage assessment studies:
- Assessment results vary and similar damages can be given different degrees of damage
by different teams.
- Important differences can be seen between preliminary damage assessment results and
final damage assessment results. In preliminary damage determination, a "severely
damaged" structure can be turned into "light damage" by definitive detection or vice versa.
- The negligence of the technical staff who perform damage assessment as a burden and
the desire to complete it as soon as possible, negatively affects the effective and efficient
work.
These problems make things difficult in all other steps by reducing the public's trust and
belief in public authority. It may be helpful to focus on some issues to make damage
assessment studies healthier.
4.1 Damage assessment in terms of safety and financial aspects
Two questions are tried to be answered simultaneously while determining the damage
state of the buildings: whether there is heavy damage in the building that will prevent the
continuous occupation and to determine the cost level required to repair the damage in
the building for possible financial assistance and credit. However, trying to answer these
two questions with a single damage level causes problems. For example, in case of
widespread wall damage, it may be necessary to increase the level of damage in order to
increase the credit/assistance to be given, as the cost of repairing the building will
increase. However, structurally, this is not a priority affecting safety. In addition, the fact
that significant damage has occurred in a column of the building due to local construction
errors seriously endangers the safety of the occupants. However, the repair of the damage
may involve low costs due to its local nature. As in these examples, some personnel may
3
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choose to determine the degree of damage according to the extent of the destruction and
some personnel according to its significance. Both approaches have justified reasons. For
this reason, the author thinks that it will be useful to determine two separate damage level:
one indicating the safety status of the building and the other for amount of credit/financial
aid to be given.
In addition, it is necessary to consider damage assessment separately on the basis of flats
and whole buildings. In fact, it is possible to experience significant wall damage in an
apartment located on the ground floor of a building. In this case, significant repair costs
will be incurred for this apartment. However, it is possible that no wall and bearing
element damage could be found in an apartment on the upper floors of the same building.
If we talk about the safety damage status as a reverse situation; in case of severe damage
to the columns on the ground floor of the building, it is clear that although there is no
damage in the upper floor apartments, the safety damage situation in those apartments
should be evaluated as heavy.
The points in the above two paragraphs indicate how complex damage assessment is and
why the damage status of structures can change significantly. Damage detection is a
parameter that can be handled from four different points of view as the building and
apartment level and its economic and safety aspects. It is natural that technical personnel
who try to answer all four of these aspects with a single value have difficulties.
4.2 Evaluation of damage status
The engineers who examine the building may have different opinions about the safety level
with regard to the widespread and low and the local and severe level of damage. The fact
that people have different engineering views also causes different damage assessment
results. By eliminating this kind of subjectivity, certain criteria can be defined for objective
damage assessment and all decisions can be made accordingly. The staff can make a
determination according to the answers to the questions in the forms they have. If the
damage status of the building is determined as a result of a flow chart or scoring prepared
according to the answers of certain questions, it will be ensured that all teams reach the
same conclusion for the same damage case. Of course, it is important that the number and
level of detail of these questions are minimum, taking into account the limited sources of
time and labor. However, considering that the structures will not always have the same
conditions, it may be inconvenient that the results of these forms are completely binding.
In addition to the questions in the form, it may be important to reflect the engineers'
specific views on the building. Ensuring that the damage assessment results are objective
and independent of personnel, will be beneficial in terms of establishing the trust of the
citizens and obtaining healthy damage assessment results.
It is also important to train relevant personnel in order to reduce different and unhealthy
damage assessment results. Since engineering education is mostly aimed at new building
design, training on these issues is not provided at a sufficient level as a standard. For this
reason, the personnel making damage assessment should have received a separate
training on this issue.
4.3 Approach to damaged building owners
Another important feature of the personnel who detects the building damage is conducting
the first encounter of the state with citizens who experienced the earthquake. In this
respect, it is an important step in showing that the state is interested in them. The author
conducted a study on whether moderately damaged buildings in Simav district can be
retrofitted after the earthquake of 19 May 2011 [11]. During this study, a survey process
requiring 4-5 hours was carried out for each building, including taking core samples and
detection of reinforcements in the ground floor. During these procedures, a building owner
4
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said, “You spent so much time and effort. From now on, we will accept whatever you say
about the building.". Then, he said the he did not believe the previous damage assessment
result as it took only 15 minutes of the previous personnel visited the building.
Citizens generally have a perception that building damage assessment is not done with
sufficient care. Due to this understanding, citizens object to public authority at every stage
of the administrative and legal procedures. In order to eliminate this negativity and for
citizens to cooperate better with the state, it is important for the officials to inform the
citizen in the damage assessment process, to explain how the decision was made, even if it
was very brief. Regarding damage assessment decisions, besides technical training,
providing psychological training to the personnel on this subject may also be considered.
This proposal can be seen as a situation that will increase the burden of the personnel who
work devotedly under limited resources. However, it is thought that it will be beneficial in
terms of reducing the problems that may be experienced in the future.
Likewise, it is important to inform citizens about how the preliminary damage assessment
study is carried out. It should be explained that the damage determination is a practice that
is performed visually and takes a short time in nature. For this purpose, using the press or
a brochure distributed by related staff explaining the procedures can be considered.
Another reason for the objection of the citizens to the damage assessment results is that
the damage they have seen and the situation reported by the personnel do not match. It is
possible to hear complaints such as "A little damage to my house was given a greater
damage while there was so much damage to the house of another person" or vice versa. It
has been observed that the reason for this is that the wall damage, which usually covers a
larger area, is more credited by the citizens. Buildings with more wall damage are regarded
as heavily damaged, and the cracks, which are thought to be at a smaller level, in the
structural system elements such as columns and beams are not taken into consideration.
It may also be considered that such information can be passed on to citizens by means such
as the above mentioned brochure.
4.4 Financial assistance policy to the damaged building owners
One of the reasons for the lack of adequate dialogue with citizens by technical staff is that
citizens try to pressure technical staff about the damage status. Some citizens try to
increase the damage status in order to get more financial aid, some try to reduce the
damage status in order not to spend money to retrofit their building. This issue stems from
the fact that citizens do not fully know the aid and credit policy of the state and a fixed
policy has not been implemented on this issue for a long time. In the past years, the
monetary aids made after earthquakes and their dependence on the damage limit cause
citizens to try to increase the damage status. For example, in the Simav earthquake, a
citizen ensured that his slightly damaged structure was converted to moderately damaged,
with the expectation that more financial aid would be given. However, as it is concluded
that the 3-storey masonry structure cannot be strengthened in the subsequent evaluation,
he is in danger of losing his building. However, in case of slight damage, it would have been
possible that this result would not have occurred as per the legislation. As in any other
uncertainty, the fact that the state's aid/credit policy is not fixed causes citizens to try to
affect the damage assessment. In this respect, to whom and how the loans/aids will be
given should be set forth as a transparent and unchangeable policy.
Especially after DASK insurance, there have been significant developments in the aid/loan
policy and the uncertainty has largely disappeared. However, since this issue is not
sufficiently known by the citizens, certain demands may still arise regarding the damage
assessment result. Telling the citizen that each damage assessment result has positive and
negative aspects and that the best way is to act according to the result of the technical
5
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examination of the building, will also help to overcome such problems. At this point,
informing the citizens again comes to the agenda.
5. Approach to the people suffered by the earthquake
As mentioned in the section on damage assessment above, the psychological state of people
who have experienced an earthquake is naturally bad and the approach to these people is
important. Psychology training should also be considered for all the government personnel
working in the earthquake zone. With the training to be provided, it is possible that the
staff can come to the fore as an auxiliary element in terms of more effective communication
and easier guidance of the public. This will prevent many future problems that may arise.
5.1 Morale status of the people in the earthquake zone
As mentioned in the previous section, the morale of the people in the region where the
earthquake was experienced is low and this is the source of many problems. For example,
after the 23 October 2011 Van earthquake, many citizens in Erciş, whose houses were not
damaged at all, did not enter their homes for a long time due to fear. As statistics show,
buildings collapsed and heavily damaged after many earthquakes are around 10% of the
total number of buildings. However, with the remaining 90% not entering their buildings,
the need for accommodation, food, etc. in the earthquake zone increases roughly 10 times.
It is not an easy task to meet the need for shelter for a large city all at once. The necessity,
economy, benefit/loss status of aid institutions to be able to fulfill such a request are a
separate debate subject, but the considerations that started about the shortage of tents
after the Van earthquake are an indication of this situation. This phenomenon is an
example of the importance of managing the morale of the people after a disaster.
As the author follows in the press, various entertaining activities for children in the
earthquake zone are good examples of services that can be done on the subject. Expecting
adults to participate in such activities after the earthquake may not be expected and
perhaps not appropriate in terms of morale. But doing these kinds of activities with
children is beneficial for their parents to be positively affected.
Although such activities are important, the most important factor that can affect the morale
of the people is that the state takes care of them and efforts are made to solve their
problems. Of course, it is impossible for people who have experienced an earthquake to be
fully satisfied, but it is also important to reduce the degree of dissatisfaction.
Press organizations have a great impact on this issue. In order to attract attention, mostly
bad news regarding extreme cases takes place in the press. Although these news are
beneficial in terms of raising the motivation to get help from the rest of the country, they
negatively affect the morale of the people and the normal order of life in the earthquake
region. Press organizations can be asked for help to include positive news especially in the
local papers.
6. Unique building identity number
In many processes such as damage detection and gathering information about them,
buildings must have a permanent "marker". However, in practice, many difficulties are
encountered in identification of the buildings. For example, in the process of collecting
information from the building, sometimes all and sometimes some of the information such
as the names of the occupants or addresses and plot of the building are used. However,
problems are encountered as the information of the same buildings is tried to be accessed
in different institutions such as the municipality and public works. The property owners
and residents of the buildings, most of which are over 20-30 years old, have mostly
changed during this period. There are also differences in address information due to the
6
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change of street and neighborhood titles. The same is true for block and plot numbers.
Block numbers change over time for different reasons, and plot numbers can change due
to the merging and separation processes.
As a result of this situation, it is not possible to establish contact between the information
collected from the field and the information held by public institutions. This situation may
cause significant weaknesses in a subject where time is very important such as disaster
management operations after an earthquake. For example, in the seismic assessment study
conducted by the authors in the Simav district after the earthquake of 19 May 2011,
significant time had to be spent on this subject. The information in the building files
obtained from the municipality was compared with the individual damage assessment
results, and the building information was partially combined. Since the mentioned study
covers 225 buildings, it was possible to realize the process. However, it is clear that the
problem will become insoluble when a study needs to be carried out on tens of thousands
of buildings after an earthquake in big cities.
In order to overcome this problem, the author recommends using an "identification
number" for each building plot. This number should be given for new plots with the
formation of the plot and should not be changed under any circumstances. A unit in this
identification number can be reserved for subdivision operation. In the unallocated plot,
this value will be "0". In case of subdivision, this value can be increased by 1-9 for each new
plot. Thus, the immutability of the identification number can be achieved. Similar approach
can be made for other situations requiring change, if any. Last 2 digits are of the ID number
can be reserved for flats in the building. Thus, just like for citizenship number for persons
an unchangeable and unique identifier will be created for flats and buildings.
For existing buildings, these values can be assigned by the municipalities, so that all
structures can have this unique marker. Thus, the information from all different
institutions working on buildings can be collected in a common pool. In this way,
significant labor and time will be saved in post-disaster management studies.
7. Earthquake resistant construction of buildings
Earthquakes have turned into disasters due to mistakes made for 20-30 years before it
happens. Faults made in 30 years cannot be solved in 5-10 days. Of course, the main point
to solve this problem is that the structures should be built earthquake resistant before the
earthquake. No post-earthquake study can be considered as effective as building
earthquake-resistant structures. Unfortunately, the scenes after the earthquakes in our
country reveal that we are not at a sufficient level in this regard. The presence of such high
number of damaged buildings after the earthquakes shows that many procedures and
people have faults in construction of the building, from workers to engineers, contractors
and owners. Issues such as the regulation of the building inspection system, the use of
quality materials in buildings, etc. are much discussed in public. Although the author
admits that these points are quite important, he wants to draw attention to the issues that
he thinks have not been discussed enough, rather than addressing the issues that have
been repeated in many occasions.
First of all, the primary reason for the collapse of the structures is not that the structures
are made with low strength concrete, un-ribbed reinforcement, sea sand, and lack of shear
walls. As partly mentioned above, there are structures that have totally collapsed in Erciş
in the earthquake of 23 October 2011 despite being manufactured with high-strength
concrete and ribbed steel. Next to these, there are also two-storey mudbrick structures
built in accordance with engineering principles and not seriously damaged at all during the
earthquake. The primary cause of the damage is structures that have not received adequate
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engineering services. For this reason, some suggestions will be presented regarding the
development of civil engineering service in our country:
7.1 Proficient engineering concept
Civil engineering is perhaps a branch of engineering where proficient engineering concept
is most needed among all others. Because it does not include an auto-control like many
other engineering fields. For example, when an electronic engineer is asked to design a
circuit, if the circuit in question works, the engineer is successful, if not, the engineer is
unsuccessful. In this case, the engineer who cannot make the desired circuit has to improve
himself. However, in civil engineering, testing of the work takes place in every 30-40 years
by an earthquake for most cases and by this time it is too late. In other words, there is no
auto-control in civil engineering for the person to be competent and to improve himself
with advancements in the field.
On the contrary, there is a pressure on the civil engineers to relax the rules of earthquake
resistant construction. Since being afraid is the work of knowledgeable people, good civil
engineers are aware of the danger. However, nobody in the constructions business likes
them. Architects are not happy because their design is interfered with when they talk about
the deficiencies in the design, the contractor will not be happy because more materials and
workmanship is required, the owner will not be satisfied because the house may not be
exactly what he wants or it will be more expensive, workers are not satisfied because it is
harder to do what they want, and nobody wants to work with this engineers. In this case,
although the good engineer has worked harder and improved himself, he is criticized from
all parties involved. Since this situation should not be allowed, a system that will protect
the engineer who does his job well is necessary. This can be done with expert or proficient
engineering concept.
According to the author, engineers should be tested every 5 years and according to the
fields they work in. Fields should be seperated such as structural engineering,
management, construction engineering, geotechnical engineering, hydraulic engineering,
etc. Only the ones who are successful in the related exams, can have the license to conduct
the engineering services. There should be at least 3 classes such as A, B, C instead of being
directly successful or unsuccessful. Those who fall below a certain score should not have
license, and others should be authorized for jobs in size according to their grade. Thus, it
may be possible to increase the motivation of engineers to have a higher degree. Everyone
should have a field of specialization (or if they are successful in the exams, they can have
more than one), and accordingly, they should not be accepted as an authorized person in
every job that comes their way. Although similar legal regulations have been discussed for
many years, they have not been implemented.
Starting with 2008, it was imposed that the engineers who design buildings had to collect
a certain score each year by participating in activities such as various courses and scientific
meetings. During this period, the author tried to contribute to this process by teaching in
some courses and by making scientific presentations. It has been observed that the
participating engineers were not satisfied at first because it took their time, but afterwards
they were generally satisfied in terms of increasing their knowledge and becoming more
capable. However, with the relaxation of the conditions later, this rule became
dysfunctional and a very useful and important step in the training of engineers was lost.
7.2 Re-organization of civil engineering education
Civil engineering is a branch of engineering that covers a wide range of topics. Civil
engineers work in many fields from computing the durations of traffic lights to water
network construction, from determination of building site conditions to design of dams,
from highways to construction of skyscrapers. Naturally, not every engineer can be
8
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expected to have in-depth knowledge of each of these subjects. Some of them have very
distinct characteristics to each other.
Although civil engineering education varies in every university, the major divisions consist
of Structural mechanics, Materials, Construction Management, Mechanics, Hydraulics,
Transportation and Geotechnics. Among these departments, there are branches that are
closely related to all other branches such as material, mechanics and geotechnics, as well
as branches that can be seen far from each other such as structural mechanics and
transportation, structural mechanics and hydraulics. Civil engineering, like all engineering
branches, is a 4-year department and during this period, all the information about these
departments, some related and some unrelated, is given to all students.
However, if proficient engineering is put into practice for the engineers to specialize and
become expert in certain branches, as stated above, there will be a discrepancy between
the goal and the content of the education. For example, for a student who wants to
specialize in building design and construction, the courses regarding the use of water
resources, designing traffic lights, etc will be useless. In this case, it will be waste of the
resources of both the student and the university.
In fact, this issue, which has become more visible with the emergence of the concept of
proficient engineering, is among the problems of civil engineering education. There is little
or no other profession with such widespread coverage. In order to solve this problem,
dividing civil engineering into other engineering branches and opening different
departments for each of them is a difficult and perhaps not a necessary process to carry
out in the short term. Instead, it may be a solution to educate the students in divisions that
are determined when they begin the university education or after a two-year program of
common courses. The related division should be included in the diplomas given at the end
of the education and the use of signature rights should be arranged accordingly. In this
way, it will be possible to train more competent engineers in each specialization.
8. Summary & conclusions
Earthquakes are natural events that turns into disasters in our country due to faults made
in construction of structures. In order to prevent this, we need to determine solutions and
act accordingly. The author wrote this paper to humbly share his knowledge and ideas on
the subject with the public and his colleagues. The mentioned points may be summarized
as follows:
- When discussing about earthquake damages, much of the public energy is wasted
on considerations regarding the locations of the faults, timing and magnitude of the
next earthquake. However, scientific experiences show that even if we know when,
where and how big the next earthquake will be, it has little impact on the mitigation
of seismic damage.
- Reasons of building damage are reduced to a few simple points such as low strength
concrete, use of unwashed sand and un-ribbed steel, etc. However, the main
problem is the insufficient engineering services. Attributing the errors to only a few
other reasons constitute an obstacle in creating public opinion and making
regulations about the importance of getting adequate engineering service.
- We also have problems on disaster management and controlling the situation after
an earthquake. We should take into account the feelings of the people more and
inform them more to have their collaboration.
- Official damage assessment after the earthquake should be handled differently in
financial-safety aspects and flat-building level. The damage status evaluations
9
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should be independent of the evaluator and more definitive for the property
owners.
- Financial aid and loan policies should be clear, fixed and invariable for different
earthquakes.
- Morale status in a post-earthquake region may affects the amount of required
resources to shelter and organize the suffered people.
- Just like the people, we need unique identity numbers for the buildings to quickly
and accurately combine the information from different sources after or before an
earthquake.
- Unquestionably, the main solution for preventing earthquake damages is based on
building earthquake resistant structures. Civil engineers are the key elements to
achieve this goal. Some improvements should be made in civil engineering
education. Additionally, proficient engineering concept should be included in
related laws and regulations as soon as possible to have healthy civil engineering
service.
There is no claim that each of the ideas here is the most correct. We can reach the best
solution by sharing ideas and discussing on the matter. Some of the issues mentioned can
be seen as difficult to implement and some of them as obvious solutions. However, the
author aims to contribute to the formation of public opinion by encouraging the
discussions.
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